If ^ < g and f 2 < g, then f^ -< g. max(f,g)^f+g.
If 1 •< f and 1 < g, then f+g < f-g.
Let S£ S.x. . .xS and a fc S. . If f 4 g, then f •< g aLet S«S Ü Sp. If f / g on S, and f ■< g on S 2 , then f ^ g on S.
Proof. These properties follow iimediately from the definition, except
for (e). To prove (e), assume 1 ^ f and 1 ^ g so that, for some positive real number c, cf > 2 and eg > 2. We then have (cf-2) (cg-2)> 0, so dominant, and we will concern ourselves only with the codominance equivalence class of t . Thus the choice of basic operations is somewhat arbitrary. We A assume a choice which is consistent with any of the existing, or conceivable, random access digital computers but, in order to avoid the triviality of finiteness, with a memory which is indefinitely expandable.
The function t. is t^equently too complex to be of interest for direct study. Instead, we ordinarily decompose S into a disjoint union S ■ where each S is a non-empty finite set, S being a denumerable set. The choice n of decomposition is made on the basis of some prior knowledge or some conjecture 
i. 
We will also need the following theorem.
-, n Theorem 2. (a) tCflJ.j«^ ^^^^(«i) for a i V I ' ^ L^TT i-l a i^ ^".^(a^ for a 1 a n t I-f-1,0,1).
Proof. L(ab)< L(a)+L(b) for a,b<I, so MTl^a^ 2_ "^(a^ by induction on n, proving (a). To prove (b), assune first that 2<ja i |<ß for 1< i < n.
Then L(nJ. l « 1 )> ^g B T^-1 la 1 l-(log p 2)log 2 T^. 1 la i l> (log p 2)log 2 2 n =(log p 2)n-(log p 2)
^J.^), so^^LCa^^ (lO^rtLCflJ.^). 
i .
•^(3,0)^1(3)^(0) for a,b« I-fO), ,/-l TT i _ 1 (q 1 *l)< a l a 2 /a i a i+1 . Combining this with q,"«/«,^ yields (20) and (21) yield
t (a.b) ± L(b){L(«)-L(c)+l). (22)
from which Theorem 3 is immediate.f
We now proceed to prove that t (m.n.k)^ n(m-k+l), for which purpose we need the following two theorems.
Theorem U. t E (a,b) ^ D(a,b)fD(a,b)+L(gcd(a,b))).
Proof. Let (q^.^.q ) and (a.,...,a ) be the quotient and remainder sequences of (a,b), c-gcd(a,b) and k-L(c). By (1?), Assume as induction hypothesis that B"" 1 < »* ' < F^J < 0° with h 2P> 6 -Let k be the least positive Integer for which 6° < F^j. Then k > h and ^i/^^.^^iVC»«^.!)?^^ V0fO<r/6. 30 r™ < (7/6)F^1 ) <(7/6)B n , Al80 ' F !^/ F l+l-t F n + l +kF n^V{F n +kF n+1 }<maxfF n+1 /F n .F n+2 /F n+1 l < l.GU, so F^ < 1.6UF^ < (7/6)(1.6U) P n < 2fi n < B 1^1 . Hence P n < F^J < f™ < ^ and k > h+1 > n+l, completing the induction. I Theorem 6. t E (m,n,k)'Vn(m-k+l).
t E (a,b) kJJ,^). (23)
Proof. By Theorem 3, it suffices to prove that t E (m,n,k) ^ n(m-k+l). -v n(n-k)for n-k>h. By Theorem 7, t (m,n,k) > n(m-n+l) > n ^ n(n-k) for n-k< h.
Using

■
Hence by Theorem 1, Part (h), t (m,n,k) >• n(n-k). By Theorem 7, t r ,(m,n,k) > n(m-n+l) so by Theorem 1, Part (c), t (m,n,k) > n(n-k)+n(m-n+l)=n(m-k+l). Hence by Theorem 6, t (m^.k)^ n(m-k+l) . E
